
 

 
Msgr. Bill’s Weekly Letter... 

Dear Parishioners: 

This past week we prayed daily over the scourge of human trafficking and slavery. There are an            

estimated 40 million victims of modern-day slavery worldwide. Of those, 25 million are victims of labor        

or sex trafficking and 15 million are people trapped in forced marriages. In Texas, at any given time, there    

are approximately 243,000 victims of labor trafficking.  
 

Two sites you want to visit to learn more of the problem and its extent— Homeland Security has a page 

that helps to give context to this issue ( https://www.dhs.gov/blue-campaign/videos/general-awareness#;      

another resource is from the International Labor Organization http://www.ilo.org/global/topics/forced-

labour/lang--en/index.htm. This link will reach a  page of ten actions outlining ways to get involved to help  

end the scourge, https://www.acf.hhs.gov/otip/about/ways-endtrafficking. 
 

I strongly encourage all our families to       

become knowledgeable in these matters.  
 

Every human being is an icon of God who 

reflects to others of his creative power still        

circulating through the human family. EVERY 

person possesses a dignity by the very fact he or 

she exists and does not need to prove it. We owe 

everyone a respect in a fellow member of the    

human family. We must never take advantage      

of another if for no other reason than we do not 

want anyone to take advantage of us. 
 

Many of those boys and girls end up in the 

hands pornographers who have no shame in destroying the lives of the young. They would never want their 

own children shown in this way but have second about showing others. 
 

If it were not for the demand these slugs would have no business. Pornography is a poison in our society 

that affects how we see men and women. Do not believe for a second this is a victimless crime — its victims 

are legion and carry the scars for a lifetime. Pornography has become a billion-dollar industry and continues to 

grow. 
 

Protect Young Eyes offers some very good materials that help to give families and children tools to      

protect our young ones. They offer weekly 30-minute webinars for parents and an app with bite-sized lessons, 

quick tips and videos for kids. Check out https://protectyoungeyes.com today. 
 

Our world has been a mess ever since Adam an Eve listened to fake news of the serpent. He got them to 

believe they could be gods making their own rules.  The results of this fake news from Satan has given rise to 

all sorts of evil. This does not absolve us of personal responsibility, but Satan is ALWAYS cheering us to take 

the short cut and do the minimum. How many of us use the expression, “It’s just a little sin”? There is no such 

thing as a little sin; sin is either venial or mortal.  
 

Let us be advocates for holiness not only in our homes but in our neighborhoods, cities, states, and nation. 

As always it will be an uphill effort and perhaps unproductive. God does not command us to succeed but to be 

faithful. We must swim upstream [remember that even dead fish float downstream]. 
 

 Pace – bene, 
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